
Foring absoluteness and Regularity propertiesDaisuke Ikegami, Universiteit van Amsterdam1. Bakgrounds and results.Foring absoluteness is one of the entral topis in set theory and it onnets many areas in set theory whileregularity properties are nie properties for sets of reals whih have been deeply investigated for many years.There is a lose onnetion between foring absoluteness and regularity properties, e.g. all the �13-formulasare absolute between V and its Cohen foring extensions i� every �12-set of reals has the Baire propertyi� for any real a, there is a Cohen real over L[a℄. The same kind of equivalene holds for random foringand Lebesgue measurability, Hehler foring and the Baire property for dominating topology, and Mathiasforing and Ramsey property et. In my master's thesis [3℄, I proved the equivalene for Saks foring andBernstein property (a set of reals has the Bernstein property if it or the omplement of it ontains a perfetset). In this ase, the statement for generi reals annot be added to the equivalene, i.e. the statement \forany real a, there is a Saks real over L[a℄" is stronger than the other two statements. Instead, the statement\for any real a there is a real whih is not in L[a℄" is equivalent to them. Reently, I have sueeded tointrodue a large lass of foring notions from eah of whih we an de�ne the orresponding regularityproperty and to prove the equivalene in eah ase in a uniform way. This lass ontains all the pratialforing notions and this result implies the unknown equivalene for some forings (e.g. Miller foring andSilver foring). Also this result solves one open question in the paper \Silver measurability and its relationto other regularity properties" by Brendle, Halbeisen and L�owe [2℄.2. Future diretions and questions(a) Generi reals.Although the existene of generi reals for L is too strong for the equivalene in the ase of Saksforing as I mentioned above, we have a weaker notion of generi reals so alled \quasi-generi reals"and for these reals, the equivalene for the three statements holds even in the ase of Saks foring.The question is if we an generalize this relationship of three statements up to any foring in the lassI have introdued. The answer is true if we restrit our attention to  �12 forings.(b) Higher level foring absoluteness and regularity properties.The relation I have mentioned is only for �13-foring-absoluteness and regularity properties for �12sets of reals. The question is if we an generalize this relationship up to �1n+1-foring-absolutenessand regularity properties for �1n sets of reals. When n = 3, we have aÆrmative answers for Cohenforing, random foring and Saks foring although we need large ardinal assumptions. The goal ofthis question is to �nd the optimal assumption to prove the equivalene for eah n.Referenes[1℄ Joan Bagaria, Generi absoluteness and foring axioms, Models, algebras, and proofs (Bogot�a, 1995), p.1-12,Leture Notes in Pure and Appl. Math., 203, Dekker, New York, 1999.[2℄ J�org Brendle, Lorenz Halbeisen, Benedikt L�owe, Silver measurability and its relation to other regularityproperties, Mathematial Proeedings of the Cambridge Philosophial Soiety 138 (2005), p. 135-149[3℄ Daisuke Ikegami, Projetive absoluteness under Saks foring, preprint in ILLC Publiations PP-2006-12,available athttp://www.ill.uva.nl/Publiations/ResearhReports/PP-2006-12.text.pdf[4℄ Daisuke Ikegami, Foring absoluteness and regularity properties, in preparation


